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Ege sF In reference to the memorandum dated 12- i8- 63, regarding 7 | 
~ the assembling of reports in the Oswald, Ruby and assassination cases for _ < | 

delivery to the Presidential Commission, ke following inloriaeaen. is eloytlot et 
cieutaiaeies _ bot mace’, — doe oe “edt wee se a ce Stata eg ad ae a ‘| 

By letter dated 12-17-63, J, Lee Rankin, General Counsel, oP ek at 
The President's Commission, advised a meeting of the Commission was | =. tg 
held on 12-16-63. At this meeting, a resolution was adopted that the Commission i 
would request all investigative agencies and departments of the Government sj 
to furnish promptly to the Commission the raw materials on which any foe : 
reports furnished the Commission are based, Based on this resolution, -. ..- 
Mr. Rankin requested the Commission be furnished such materials as. ; . . - ° if. — 
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mo * ' The initia) livery to the Commission will-consist of four _ . acon ut 
t reports comprising pages. These reports have béen reviewed by the 

Supervisors, Malley and Belmont. We are currently assembling 68 other Qe 3 
investigative reports comprising an additional pages. As additional ax a 
reports.are received, they will be made available to the Commission as _ ‘oR ~ 
rapidly as possible. "All reports furnished to the Commission will be 0; | 
appropriately reviewed by Bureau Supervisory personnel, Malley and y" ? 
Belmont, As ready reference, a list of the aoe which will be made _ ° 3 : 
available to the Commission is attached. - -, a eee Pie ' 
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i ‘A, ‘If you approve, the attached letter a8 the initial foo reports ! 
will be personally hand carried to Mr. Rankin by J, R. Malley... ’ 

Ee be ; REC- 34 (9. (tig o%} BAL” ’ 
\ oo st 24, 2 When the 68 other reports are appropriately assembled they . = | 

will likewise be personally delivered to Mr, Rankin by Malley, * : tae 
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